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What we did on your summer vacation
Jim Burke, President

“Yes, it’s been quite a summer, rent a cars and 
westbound trains” (Jimmy Buffett).  Wait. I meant it’s 
been a quiet summer. Whew. Almost went down the 
wrong track. A quiet summer is a good thing.

As most of you know, there’s a new marine sheriff in 
town. We introduced Sgt. Earl to you in our Spring 
newsletter and annual meeting. He and his deputies 
have been on Burt Lake a lot this year. If you didn’t 
notice, you haven’t been looking. We got stopped, 
maybe you did too.

Just because it’s been quiet doesn’t mean we haven’t 
been busy. Although the U of M students weren’t 
here this summer to undertake important research like 
understanding the “new” Maple River and its’ suitability 
for introduction of Arctic Grayling, they’ll pick this up 
in the Spring. We’re laying the groundwork.

We’re still out on the lake regularly monitoring water 
quality as in the past.

We conducted another aerial drone survey for invasive 
plants this year. A synopsis is later in this newsletter. 
The shorter story is that some of the previous sites of 
Eurasian Watermilfoil remain unchanged and others are 
smaller, and some have disappeared. We’ll do it again 
in 2023. Things look good. We’re watching.

There’s going to be a changing of the guard at the 
MDNR as it relates to the Northern Lake Huron 
Management Unit. (that’s our area). The long time 
supervisor and friend of BLPA, Dave Borgeson is 
retiring. We think we know who will replace him, in 
which case all will be well. What’s important though, 
as Dave has indicated, is that the State of Michigan is 

considering creating a sturgeon management plan for 
the state. That’s not a good thing. The last thing we 
need is our government’s help in developing a sturgeon 
management plan that could be done better and more 
efficiently at the local level. We have the experts in 
our backyard – Sturgeon for Tomorrow and LTBB and 
local MDNR. So, this winter we’ll collaborate with 
Mullett Area Preservation Society, Little Traverse Bay 
Band, MDNR, Sturgeon for Tomorrow and others to 
create the Inland Waterway Sturgeon Management 
plan modeled after the thorough Black Lake plan. 
Discussions have already begun. We’ll keep you in the 
loop.

The local MDNR conducted a walleye survey in 
August. Ask any Burt Lake walleye angler how the 
fishing’s been. It’s been tough. What did the survey 
tell us? It showed that the walleye population was the 
lowest it's been since 1995 and nine times less than last 
year. What’s next? This is late breaking information 
but you can bet we’ll be having data driven discussions 
with our local fisheries biologists. Stay tuned.

The sewer expansion project for Indian River is 
continuing, with petitions being mailed possibly as 
early as this year. There is the potential for substantial 
government funding through the USDA and earmarks 
from the offices of Representative Jack Bergman and 
Senators Debbie Stabenow and Gary Peters. This 
could be the best opportunity we’ll ever get to afford 
a sewer expansion. As you remember, BLPA funded 
the feasibility study and fully supports this responsible 
initiative.

Hope to see you on the ice this winter.
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This year has been the most 
amazing year of Sturgeon 
sightings since we started 
keeping records.  Over 70 
Sturgeon were sighted by 

dozens of different people in several different locations 
around our watershed.  What a thrill to see one of 
these gentle giants swimming past, let alone 21.  Jim 
Vuke lives on the Sturgeon River.  In the last 50 years 
they have seen Sturgeon nearly every year, but never 
as many as they witnessed this year.  21.  And they 
captured this on video.  What a thrill.  Thanks for 
sharing the video and contacting us Jim.  

This year, the height of the spawning migration was 
about the middle of May until the first week in June.  
Sturgeon were spotted in several locations along the 
Indian River, the Sturgeon River, and the Crooked 
River.  There were a number of sightings in Burt Lake 
as well.  There are dozens of excellent spots where 
Lake Sturgeon actually spawn on the rocks along our 
shoreline.

The vast majority of the Sturgeon spotted this season 
were four feet long or larger.  There have been 
Sturgeon in our lake since “the beginning”.  They 
were considered a nuisance when they timbered the 
lands around the lake, interfering with moving the logs 
down the waterways.  They were all but eliminated in 
the early 1900’s.  Fishing for Sturgeon in Burt Lake 
continued until the  1980’s when the DNR closed the 
season.  The DNR did plant some Sturgeon, BLPA 
planted 12,000 Sturgeon in conjunction with Sturgeon 
For Tomorrow, and in the past few years, the LTBB 
Tribe has planted several hundred.

So, are the sightings in 2021 any of the Sturgeon that 
were planted?  Probably some – the smaller ones.  It 
is likely that some of these are also indigenous and 
naturally reproduced without help from mankind.  
While we can’t prove this, we do know that a Sturgeon 
starts to reproduce when they are about 25 years 
old, and then reproduce only once every four years 
on average.  If you saw a four or five foot Sturgeon 
it is likely older than 25, which would pre-date the 
plantings by BLPA and LTBB, and likely the DNR.  We 
believe most of the large Sturgeon are indigenous, and 
naturally reproducing.

The goal of The Sturgeon Club is to help the indigenous 
Sturgeon reproduce naturally.  All of you can help 
in this process.  Please report all sightings.  Call our 
office or send us an email.  The more people that are 
“watching”, the less likely there will be poaching.  
Please help the Sturgeon regain a strong foothold in 
Burt Lake and our watersheds.

A special thank you to all those who reported sightings 
this year:  Jim Vuke, Jane and Pat McGinnis, Brenda 
Archambo, Dave Steenstra, Bill and Nancy Harvey, 
Jess and Pam Miller, Julian Shanti, Keith Fuller, Ted 
Hallam, Bill Fisher, John Steenstra, Andy Hendrickson, 
Chris Knappen, Kim Duflo, Deb Young, Chrystal 
DePauw, Nick Marsh, Caleb Taylor, Gunner Wilson, 
and Toni Wibel.  THANK YOU.

The Sturgeon Club
David Steenstra

Sturgeon Club News
Can you imagine fishing out on beautiful Burt Lake 
with a couple of your buddies hoping to catch a nice 
Smallmouth Bass, when suddenly you discover there is 
something a little more substantial on your line?  What 
a nice surprise.

Nick Marsh had a great thrill the first week of June 
when he tied into this lunker near Sturgeon Bay.  
Pictured is Nick Marsh on the right, Caleb Taylor, 
and on the left Gunner Wilson.  After nearly a one-
hour fight, this giant Sturgeon graced the side of their 
boat.  Nick and Caleb gently put their arms around the 
Sturgeon while Gunner slipped a rope tie around her 
tail.  It took all three of them to handle this fish.   

Nick is a seasoned tournament fisherman and estimates 
this fish was 5 foot 6 inches, around 100 pounds.  This 
Sturgeon may be 80 to 100 years old.  It was gently 
released back into the water to live another 80 years 
and hopefully reproduce a few thousand off-spring.  

Nice job guys!  You handled this fish very carefully, 
and properly.  Thanks for sharing with us.  Remember, 
if you see a Sturgeon or catch a Sturgeon, please let us 
know.  Call the BLPA office or send us a message. 

Blue line does not print.
PLEASE REMOVE.
For �nished size only.
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Tom Moran’s Sturgeon Sculpture is finally at home in 
Indian River. Gracing the corner of M-68 and US 23, 
the Straits Highway, it welcomes visitors and residents 
to the Inland Waterway and reminds everybody about 
the importance of clean water to our lifestyle and 
economy. That’s because Sturgeon are very fussy; they 
only live where the water is clean and clear. That’s how 
they’ve survived for centuries and why their population 
is growing here again.

This project had two objectives: Promote Indian 
River’s tourism economy. And educate people about 
the importance of clean water. Nice to see both 
economics and ecology can benefit from the same 
investment. It was all donated by members and friends. 
None was funded by the BLPA but we did support the 
fund raising effort.

So thank you to the 120+ people and organizations 
who donated $20,000 plus to this project in support 
of Tuscarora Township. It’s not too late to help. The 
Township can use more for lighting, landscaping and 
parking. The plan is to erect an informational kiosk to 
tell the sturgeon’s story and encourage water-friendly 
behaviors. You can also help the sturgeon’s environment 
with a nice greenbelt instead of a manicured and 
fertilized lawn next to the lake and regular septic 
system maintenance every three to five years. They'll 
appreciate your help.

Want to know more about sturgeon? 

Check out www.blpa.org/the-sturgeon-club.

Welcome Home
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The two law enforcement officers addressed some 
of the important issues relative to boating and water 
safety. They both reinforced that if there is any type of 
dispute with a neighbor, the best solution is to have a 
personal conversation. If there is a need to contact the 
sheriff, the best way to do so is to call “911.” 

Due to the sheriff not having enough manpower, he 
recommended that, if possible, the general public 
boater should try to safely tow a deadhead to shore. The 
sheriff says that addressing an issue like this could take 
away from having them respond to a more important 
problem. 

Swim buoys require a permit filed with the DNR office 
and are only allowed for public swim zones and lake 
association swim zones. No individual person can put 
out swim buoys. Mooring buoys, white ball with blue 
reflective tape, are allowed. Tim reminded everyone 
present that the water belongs to everyone in the State 
of Michigan, and they all have equal access to the lake. 

Currently law enforcement is having issues with 
upholding enforcement of noise from boats as their 
equipment is outdated and the state law has to be 
re-written. Loud music from a boat falls under the 

ordinance of the given township. There is a new law 
that went into place in 2020 requiring operator’s 
ignition tethers for boating. This change in law came 
from the US Coast Guard and specifically applies to 
the Great Lakes; both Burt and Mullett Lakes fall under 
the US Coast Guard and they are asking for voluntary 
compliance on this law. 

A question was asked about lake level control that 
originates at the dam in Cheboygan. With the gauge 
in Cheboygan and waterfall not necessarily the same 
across the entire watershed, this becomes a difficult 
task to monitor and control. Water levels are based 
upon a predetermined height above sea level. 

Bass fishing tournaments was another point of 
discussion. Tim explained that a sportsman has the 
right to be fishing from their boat and cast near / under 
a private owner’s boat or dock. They are trespassing if 
they step onto the dock. Again a friendly conversation 
should be the first attempt to resolve any issue. Tim 
answered questions about hours of operation for certain 
activities: PWC operation is from 8:00 A.M. until 
sunset and water skiers are allowed to ski until one hour 
after sunset. 

Annual Meeting Guest Speakers
Gina Burke, Secretary

Tim Rosochacki, MDNR Conservation Officer and Sgt. Earl Manuel, Cheboygan County Marine Sheriff
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Have you ever been out on Burt Lake at night?  
Motoring in waters not familiar to you.  You are not 
in front of your home.  It is very dark.  Suddenly, your 
engine conks out.  You are stranded in the deep abyss.  
What do you do?  Just call 911.

Last year, BLPA funded a rescue boat for Topinabee 
Fire Rescue.  The rescue boat is permanently assigned 
to Burt Lake, and is situated on a boat lift in Sturgeon 
Bay.  This location is ideal for fire personnel and is 
somewhat centrally located on the lake.  On Friday, 
September 3,  a distress call came over the 911 
network.  Within minutes, Lieutenant Brian Wallace 
was enroute.  The stranded boater was near the mouth 
of the Crooked River.  Also responding to the call 
was Michigan Conservation Officer Tim Rosochacki. 
Between Tim and Brian, the boater was towed back to 
the State Park.  Another happy ending.  Thank you, Tim 
and Brian!  It’s good to know you guys have our back 
in time of emergency.

So just remember, when you are out on the lake and 
you are stranded or have some other emergency, just 
call 911.  We have you covered and will respond to you 
very quickly! 

Just Call 911
David Steenstra, Waterway Use and Safety Where I’m From by Kylie Sikaitis

I am from a four hour car ride heading North 
Fighting about anything and everything with my 
sister beside me 
Looking out the window 
Counting down the seconds and exits, until 313

From always being the first to the sandbar 
Waiting on the rest of the aunts, uncles and cous-
ins 
I am from listening to Brown Eyed Girl and 
Jimmy Buffett on repeat 
Coasting over the bright blue water of the lake

I am from family taco night 
With homemade shells, colorful toppings and 
“Who can eat the most?” 
From power naps after dinner 
And Hummers after dark

I am from the firework competitions with the other 
side of the lake 
From the crackling sound of the bonfire 
And the smell of toasted marshmallows 
With melted chocolate oozing through the graham 
crackers

I am from lying on the end of the dock 
Hours on end admiring all the glistening stars 
Hoping to make a wish

I am from the endless amounts of laughter  
From the lake that ties my family together 
They say blood is thicker than water 
But here, water is what ties our blood together 
I am from Burt Lake

My name is Kylie Sikaitis, I have been coming to 
Burt Lake to stay with my uncle David Chapman 
for as long as I can remember. Although we don’t 
have a place here, my ties go back to him and John/
Nancy Kozacki, therefore we have been welcomed 
here and it has felt like home as long as I can 
remember. I wrote this poem my freshman year 
of high school and it was one of the few in my IB 
English class to earn an A.  I am now in my sopho-
more year at Clemson and I can’t wait to be back at 
Burt Lake this summer!”

How Do You Feel About Burt Lake?
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Preliminary Eurasian Water Milfoil Observations
Dennis L. Wiand,  Zero Gravity Aerial

The data gathering is complete. We were on the lake 8 
different dates.  We started at the usual area just south 
of Rotter Rd. on the west side of the lake in July and 
I will comment about the preliminary findings moving 
counterclockwise around the south end and along to the 
end of Seven Spring Preserve.

Everything along the west side of the lake down to 
King Rd. is very much the same as it was two summers 
ago with some very minor changes  The north end of 
what was considered the original colony of EWM near 
King Rd. has expanded with a couple of minor sites to 
the north and one site to the east in deeper water.  A 
small site very close to the shore next to a dock that 
was never bigger than 300 sq. ft. has gone away.  This 
is not surprising as EWM doesn’t do well in a couple 
feet of water.

As we move along the south side there are a number 
of logs from the old logging operation that are on 
the bottom with EWM clinging to them.  Not a big 
concern.  The area that was considered to have as much 
as 8 acres in the AVAS study of 2016 only has minor 
traces of EWM evident and still has a nice blanket 
of chara.  Continuing eastward toward the State Park 
beach, the two long colonies that followed the defined 

drop off have completely disappeared.  It was never 
as well defined as the colonies on the east side drop 
off.  The colony near the State Park Launch remains 
to have the same footprint as before but is much less 
dense.  There are two long docks to the east and I 
located about 3 small stands of EWM about 20 - 30 
feet out from those docks.  The Burt Lake Marina 
was void of EWM but still has native milfoil and 
whorled milfoil.  The public beach remains somewhat 
the same but assembling the data might show a slight 
decrease.  So on the south end the disappearance of the 
long colonies is very interesting.

The stretch from the Indian River north to the end of 
Seven Springs doesn’t appear to have changed except 
with regard to native plants.  The broad leaf pond 
weed that was intermixed with the EWM is greatly 
diminished but there is a strong presence of water 
celery.  Pond weeds are cyclical and I have seen this a 
number of times since working on the EWM issue since 
the late 90’s.

There are likely to be some minor changes to my 
preliminary observations once the data is assembled 
but I don’t expect any surprises.

Phase III is under construction and scheduled for 
completion this fall. It’s a paved trail running through 
the woods along East Burt Lake Road from near 
Riggsville Road to Birchwood Road.

Burt Lake Trail Phase III
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As I sit in my favorite chair overlooking the Sturgeon 
River and its valley below, the natural and certain 
progression toward autumn is apparent.  The leaves 
have lost their June vibrancy, but we are hopeful 
for a spectacular October foliage show. The forest 
is quiet, even though bands of warblers, pewees 
and other migrating birds move through.  There is 
no need for vocalization—the times for defending 
a territory or attracting a mate are past.  The babies 
are now independent and no longer follow tired 
parents shrieking “Feed me!  Feed me!”  After several 
heavy rains this summer, the Sturgeon is back to its 
usual August level—low and clear.  The field and 
prairie areas are showing seasonal change as well—
Goldenrod, Queen Anne’s Lace, Prairie Sunflower, 
and various asters are showing their colors, punctuated 
by clumps of native grasses.  Crickets and Katydids 
furnish the sound track, accompanied by the drone of 
bees.  Monarch Butterflies add to the visual poem. 

Although this summer is concluding much differently 
than we had planned, we know that we are so blessed to 
live in this wonderful area.   So much beauty to see and 
enjoy!  A never-ending parade of memorable moments-
--the glorious sunsets this summer, the appearance of 
the stars and planets in the deepening twilight, an eagle 
gliding down the valley at eye-level, a band of warblers 
moving through the August woodland.  It seems that 
there is always something to spark enjoyment and 
imagination.  We hope those who are permanent 
residents as well as visitors have been able to enjoy the 
natural beauty of the Burt Lake Watershed. 

One of our simple joys was watching the beaver make 
repeated trips across the Sturgeon—possibly bringing 
dinner home for the kids?  Three deer also watched 
with great interest.  Later in the summer, we watched as 
the beaver hauled small branches to their stockpile for 

winter food. On another 
late afternoon, two does 
and their fawns stood 
in the river to drink.  
As you might expect, 
the fawns played and 
splashed as the moms 
looked on.

“Summer birds” 
returned somewhat 
earlier than average, 
with orioles, Ruby-

throated Hummingbirds Rose-breasted Grosbeaks, 
Scarlet Tanagers and Indigo Buntings and a few 
warblers making an appearance in early May.  

In mid-May, we took our annual spring boat trip down 
the Indian River out to Mullett Lake.  It was a fantastic 
“up north” kind of day—blue sky, slight breeze, warm 
sun.   Bird watching was eventful.  We encountered 
fifteen bird species to add to the home list of thirty-
six.  One species  was Common Loons, two of which 
we could observe “hunting” underwater for lunch.  
This was a first for both of us—the loons looked like 
streamlined subs. We saw Bald Eagles several times 
during our trip, some cruising high and some flying low 
over the spreads, searching for a snack.  It was good 
to see that Black Terns have returned to their nesting 
grounds in the spreads.  Twice, we heard the distinctive 
call of American Bitterns in that same area.  As we 
passed a boat, they pointed out a sturgeon they were 
following on the journey between the two lakes.

Late June and July, for many of us, means days on 
the lake, lots of company, campfires (with s’mores, of 
course!), picnics and lots of laughter.  After last year’s 
shutdown, this year was particularly enjoyable.  We had 
chances to share the wonders of living “up north” with 
those who live elsewhere.

As July passed, the news of the fires in the west were 
heartbreaking.  A minor salve to this was the incredible 

Up North
By Michael and Peg Supernault

Continued on Next Page

Tom Prout

Tom Prout

Tom Prout
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sunrises and sunsets.  One morning at sunrise the 
Sturgeon appeared red orange. As the country—for that 
matter, the planet—recorded the warmest July ever, we 
can be thankful that our temperatures remain below 100 
degrees.

We are in amazement at the complexity of a field.  As 
fall approaches, the grasses are a myriad of brown 
hues, punctuated by an occasional goldenrod, Black-
eyed Susan or aster.  The seed heads are many shapes 
and colors.  The flowers are complex or simple, and 
each require examination to find the seeds.  Have 
you ever noticed the tiny purple flower of the Queen 
Anne’s Lace?  Or watches a bee as she investigates 
each flower to get to the pollen.  So much to see and 
investigate and wonder about! Two excellent books on 
the intricate interrelationships in forest communities 
are Entangled Life and Finding the Mother Tree.  Each 
helps us understand just how complex and interwoven 
is life in a biome. 

One mid-August day, Michael looked up from his book 
to observe a woman and a young child on a sand/gravel 
bar in the river.  The child displayed all the interest 
and curiosity he typically found working with young 
people in his naturalist gigs.  The child was in constant 
movement, examining rocks and sticks, and making 
occasional trips into the shallow river.  The mom let 
him explore and collect without censure—a great 
way to encourage investigation.  If you have never 
experienced moments like this, take a child for a walk.  
It could be through a field, along a lakeshore or into a 
wood.  They will open your eyes to the wonder of the 
natural world, finding small treasures to share with you.

Now is the perfect time to reflect on your summer 
memories and look forward to the seasons that will 

follow.  We hope to have a mild dry autumn filled with 
gorgeous foliage in the forests and fields.  And yet we 
will both be anticipating the first white flakes that will 
fall.  No matter the season, there is always beauty to 
be found in the natural world.  We are fortunate to live 
in a remarkable area, with such a variety of outdoor 
activities available to us.  

Please do all you can to protect and improve your part 
of the planet.  

Ecosystems can be improved, one property at a time.  
Plant native species, get to know your wild neighbors, 
reduce (or better yet, eliminate) usage of herbicides and 
pesticides.  Actively work to protect the natural world, 
from Bald Eagles to the smallest insect—they are all 
part of your world.  Enjoy it!

Tom Prout

Tom Prout
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Shoreline Living
Is Your Shoreline "Lake Friendly?"

A golf course quality manicured lawn doesn’t 
qualify because it doesn’t stifle enough 
nutrient drainage into the lake. Check out 
some easy landscaping ideas that can enhance 
your property’s contribution to the health of 
the lake and much, much more:

http://midwestglaciallakes.org/
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The summer of 2021 we established a membership 
committee consisting of Frank Kestler, BLPA board 
member and Colonial Point resident; Greg Kosch, 
BLPA board member and North East Burt Lake resident; 
Billy Andrew, BLPA board member; Gretchen Bearse, 
East Burt Lake Association member; and Patricia 
Craig, BLPA Membership Chair & board member and 
Northwest Burt Lake resident.

Our main focus this summer was to re-establish and 
fill the positions of the shoreline representatives.Many 
thanks to residents who volunteered and stepped up 
to fill these important positions. I am excited about 
having such a great team representing our organization. 
The shoreline representatives are your “Voice” of the 
community in which you live to the BLPA board and 
vice versa. I have included the list of the new shoreline 
representatives; their contact information is listed in the 
BLPA directory. We still have missing representatives 
for Crooked River, Indian River, Sturgeon Bay Rd, 
and Sturgeon River, and Elmhurst Rd (Northwest BL). 
We could also have a co-representative for Burt Lake 
Cottagers (SW side of Burt Lake) and Northwest Burt 
Lake (West Burt Lake Rd) which cover large areas. 
Being a shoreline representative is a great way to be 
involved in BLPA and meet your neighbors. If you are 
interested in becoming a shoreline representative for 
BLPA, please contact me, pacraigrn2010@gmail.com 
and please use” BLPA shoreline representative” in your 
subject line, so I can find the e-mail.

The shoreline representatives have been acting as 
the “Welcome wagon” to new residents. Several 
representatives piloted handing out booklets that 
included valuable information on topics that included 
permits, managing your septic system, Burt Lake Trail, 
swimmer’s itch, landscaping for water quality, invasive 
species, recycling, clean boating, and boater safety. This 
year, 2021, was our best year for BLPA membership. 
We have 740 paid memberships represented by the 
above mentioned shoreline representatives. In addition, 
we have 85 directory advertisers. This is an increase of 
27 new members over last year. 

That being said, many residents are not members 
of BLPA. The plan for 2022 is to continue to reach 
out to residents via shoreline representatives. Several 
shoreline representatives, me included, have been 
going door to door and talking to residents this past 
summer and talking to them about the benefits of 

belonging to BLPA. There has been a benefit over the 
years of have an organization that has a strong voice 
representing Burt Lake regarding its watershed and 
water safety.  For more information on what BLPA has 
done in the last 10 years, visit www.blpa.org and read 
the article “2010-2020 Decade Review “What have 
we done for you lately?” by pressing the “tab” on the 
homepage. We encourage all residents to talk to their 
neighbors about becoming members and involved in 
BLPA. Online membership applications can be found 
by clicking the “membership” tab at www.blpa.org.

We are off to a great start. The membership committee 
will be meeting again this Fall to discuss how we 
can better reach out to our residents in 2022 and plan 
membership activities/speakers that are of interest 
either at the Annual Membership meeting or for 
your shoreline communities. Feel free to talk to the 
membership committee regarding your ideas/interests 
or shoreline representatives. We are here for you!

Membership Update 
Patricia Craig, Membership Chair
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Baer, Joseph - Anderson, IN
Belanger, Michelle - Cheboygan
Bentley, Frederick & Jennifer - Northville
Black, Susan & Monte - Lancaster, OH
Brandau, Anthony & Shanti - Okemos
Brown, Melissa & Bruce - Potterville
Buerkel, Steve & April - Indian River
Butzin, Josh - JB's Cuts-Men's Haircuts - Indian River
Capuzzi, Michael - Indian River
Chilcote, Courtney - Snowmass Village, CO
Coyne, Dana - Grosse Pointe Park
Crowley, Michael & Lyn - Pleasant Ridge
Davis, Al & Sandy - Jenison
Davis, Kristin and Platte, Andrew - Okemos
Doherty, Bill & Josie - Beverly Hills
Doman, Bradley - Plymouth
Durham, Michael & Jessica - Salt Lake City, UT
Eggemeyer, Jenny & Matt - Winnetka, IL
Fanning, Molly & William - Blacklick, OH
Farrar, Paul & Kristen - Beverly Hills
Federspiel, Michael & Mary - Midland
Fox, Franklin & Mary Louise - LivoniaI
Fuller, Steve & Jackie - Haslett
Grosenbach, Milton James - Lapeer
Hagerman, Karl - Alanson
Hanley, Rodney Scott & Sara Ann - Brutus
Hubbert, David & Donna - Alva, FL
Leuter, Karl & Julie - Sanford
Johnston, Steven & Lisa - Canton
Keith, Marian - Indianapolis, IN
Knappen, Christopher - Orlando, FL
Konja, Julia & John - Farmington Hills
KOP TRE LLC - Bloomfield Hills
Lynch, Richard & Elizabeth - Albany, CA
Mabrey, Janet & Bernie - New Orleans, LA
Markowicz, Phyllis & Gerry - Indian River
Matts, Lisa and Chris - Gaylord
McDade, David & Tracy - Clio
McDonnell, Michael and Lisa - Wayne, PA
Meng, Sarah & Jeff - Royal Oak
Miner, Monika & Matthew - Dewitt
Munch, Ronald & Marybeth - Cadillac
Peitz, Don & Cynthia - Fenton
Pietras, Donald & Brenda - Davison
Powers, Jeffery and Beth Wilson - Indian River
Pruitt, Nina - North Wales, PA
Rich, Sharon and Mark Peterson - Indian River

New Members 2021
Thanks for joining the team dedicated to preserving and 
protecting Burt Lake

Robinson, David & Judy - Troy
Rodriguez, Dolly & Ric - Indian River
Scenic Vieau Feed & Seed - Josh Vieau - Indian River
Secor, James - Perrysburg, OH
Shulin, Jackie & Al - Sterling Heights
Sivrais, William & Victoria - Barrington, IL
Smith, Sandi and Linda Lombardini - Ann Arbor
Smythe, Kelly - Grosse Pointe
Starnes, Edward & Lori - Alanson
Stevenson, Richard & Paulette - Alanson
Steward, Chris - Dedham, MA
Tanner Electric - Jason Tanner - Indian River
Vuke, Jim - Indian River
Vuke, Jerry - Bloomington, IN
Walsh, Martin and Anne Marie - Alto
Washington, William & Frances - Columbia, MO
Weaver, Douglas & Susan - Davisburg
Webber, Bill & Patty - Indian River
White, Michael & Janet - Livonia
Wiard, Jay and Sue - Ypsilanti
Wilder, Monte & Jackie - Freeland
Young, Jeffrey and Deb - Indian River

Short Term Rental Survey
Earlier this year we offered an on-line survey to assess 
your concerns about short term rental issues. The survey 
results showed it’s not generally a big deal. Only a quarter 
of our members responded and only about a third of the 
those responding cited any concern about excessive noise, 
crowding, excessive parking. 60% did have a concern about 
possible septic.system overload. Most did not feel the BLPA 
should get involved in the issue, except for the septic issue. 

So we’ll be taking no further action on this issue. The 
noise, crowding and parking issues are actually more about 
neighborly behavior than short term rentals, many of which 
cause no problem.  If you do have a concern, we suggest you 
discuss it with the neighbor involved  to seek a resolution. 
Excessive noise and parking congestion concerns can be 
reported to local law enforcement departments. If there are 
symptoms of septic system overload, contact District Four 
Health Department 231-627-8850. 

Indian River Sewer Grants
Mike Cherveny, Government Affairs
The Tuscarora Township sewer engineer talked to the USDA 
official who confirmed there is a $2.0 M grant coming to pay 
part of Phase I expansion (A $6.3M project) which covers 
an area west of the downtown area from Sturgeon Island to 
Columbus Beach to a few blocks of Chippewa Beach Road. 
The township will submit a second grant application seeking 
federal funds through the congressional earmark. That grant 
funding will reduce the cost per lot.
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Visit www.blpa.org or facebook.com/burt lake preservation association.
Jess Miller




